Young Street Bridge Repairs

Client:
Gladstone Regional Council
Value:
      $1.1M
Completed: September 2016
The purpose of this project was to repair the two bridges (North Coast Rail Line and the Barney
Point Coal Facility) on Young Street in Gladstone (QLD) to increase their service levels to the
community and increase the design life of the bridges.

The Project
The scope of works included concrete patch repairs to structurally
significant members, repairs to the deck joints, replacement of the deck
wearing and footway surface and repairs to the concrete bridge joints
on the two bridges.
Challenges
While replacing deck joints and deck wearing courses our team had to
work under the traffic while only being able to close one lane at a time.
This was addressed by implementing an appropriate traffic management
plan.
There were also extensive approval processes that needed to be
addressed to gain entry into the railway corridor. By planning our
program well, we were able to take these timely processes into
consideration and mitigate any delays to our program.
Furthermore, access to the railway corridor was limited due to high
frequency train traffic. Here too, meticulous planning was involved to
ensure there were no delays to our program of works. By ensuring
there was a Track Protection Officer and Authorised Person on site
during the works, we could ensure that the works were conducted in an
efficient manner.
Finally, the works were conducted under overhead powerlines which
meant that appropriately trained and competent personnel were critical
to the safety of delivering this project.
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Excellence
By having a comprehensive understanding of the risks associated with
traffic management and potential disruptions to train movements, our
tender team were able to provide a realistic program and methodology
that was successfully delivered by our experienced project team.
The cathodic protection system was successfully installed and the
concrete repair works were meticulously completed through an
effective process. This, coupled with good planning, a professional
team and exemplary supervision resulted in the successful delivery of
the project with zero safety incidents, within budget and on time.
The collaboration of the Gladstone Regional Council enabled our team
to work effectively together with them to deliver this project, initiating a
flourishing working relationship together with the Council.

“Council appreciates the quality
of work performed by VEC.”
- Engineer, Gladstone Regional
Council
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